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Newmans Way

Welcome to the epitome of modern luxury living in
Hadley Wood. Introducing a brand-new, architecturally
stunning 5-bedroom, 5-bathroom detached residence
that redefines elegance and sophistication.

From the moment you step inside, you're enveloped
in an aura of contemporary chic and meticulous
craftsmanship which is spread over an impressive
4200 square foot. The expansive super room serves as
the heart of the home, seamlessly blending living,
dining, and entertaining spaces into one harmonious
environment. Discover the hidden gem of a utility
room discreetly nestled within, offering practicality
without sacrificing style.

Every detail of this residence has been carefully
curated to exceed expectations, with modern fixtures
and fittings adorning every corner, including air
conditioning throughout. From the sleek lines of the
kitchen cabinetry to the luxurious finishes in the
bathrooms, no expense has been spared in creating a
living space that exudes refinement and opulence

Outside, a gated driveway welcomes you home,
providing security and privacy in equal measure. The
rear garden is paved for entertainment and can also
be an extension of the super room with the large
sliding doors. An outdoor is placed at the rear of the
garden.

Located in the prestigious neighbourhood of Hadley
Wood, this residence offers the perfect combination
of exclusivity and convenience. With easy access to
local amenities, schools, and transportation, you'll
enjoy the best of both worlds secluded luxury and
connectivity to the vibrant surrounding community.

A new pool house will be constructed at the rear of
the property along with the outdoor pool being
refurbished to a high standard.
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